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4. Citizen participation

POLITICAL SOCIOLOGYPOLITICAL SOCIOLOGY
(Michaelmas 2012)
Dr Michael Biggs

Citizen participation beyond voting (lecture 4) …

POLITICAL GOALS

Participation in protest

Membership in (or contribution to) organization

1. Logic of collective action
2. Explaining individual participation
3. Variation across polities
4. Change over time

British adults in 2000 (Pattie, Seyd, & Whiteley 2004, table 3.2)

to influence rules,
laws, or policies;
within 12 months

Differs from voting
• less institutionalized — not legal
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• more costly: time … • defy authority;
withstand ridicule

Gay Liberation
Front, London,

early 1970s

Riot in
Bristol

after
House of

Lords
rejected
Reform

Bill, 1831

Importance
• historically, voting is consequence of participation

• changes voters’ attitudes / politicians’ policies
• can (rarely) change government policy

Poll tax, 1990

Fuel duty,
2000
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1. Logic of collective action

Vote if B P + D > C
• probability of my vote swinging election (P) ≈ 0
• but cost (C) ≈ 0

Extends to production of collective/public good defined by
nonexcludability: people can’t be excluded from enjoying it,
even if they didn’t contribute to production

Olson (1965): ‘rational, self-interested individuals will not act to
achieve their common or group interests …’
• marginal contribution of my participation to success ≈ 0
• cost >> 0

Most people don’t participate!

Olson’s solutions

‘ … unless the number of individuals in a group is quite small …’
1. Smaller groups

• single individual may benefit sufficiently to pay the cost
• mutual monitoring
—large capitalists find it easier to act collectively than do
workers or consumers

‘ … or unless there is coercion or some other special device to
make individuals act in their common interest’

2. Selective incentives
• bundle excludable good, e.g. union insurance

—problem: competition
• punish free riders

—second-order problem!

Overcoming free-rider problem

Participate if BP + D > C
• P is overestimated
• D is high

• expression
• excitement
• sociability

—“soft incentives” (Opp 1986)
Discard framework—after all, participation without self-

interested benefit (Olson’s philanthropic groups)!
• caring about others (Eidlin, Gelman, & Kaplan 2007)
• participating because others should—Kantian
• fairness—as long as others do so
• magical thinking

(Elster 1989, ch. 5)

2. Individual participation

unions,
business,

farmer,
professional 2002-2004 (Dalton 2008)

standardized coefficients, * p < .05
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• Protest complements (rather than substitutes for)
conventional political action

• Protesters are more educated
• if participation has an effect, magnifies class inequality
• cannot generalize from contemporary

Coal miners,
1926 general strike

Participation changes people

Panel in West Germany, 1987 and 1989 (Finkel & Muller 1998)
• dependent variable: number of (heterogeneous) protest

activities within two years, 0 to 8

political dissatisfaction +
likelihood of success +
perceived personal influence +
membership of protest groups +

+ likelihood of success
+ perceived personal influence

+ membership of protest groups

+ standing up for beliefs is good

+ enjoyment of participation

Protest

• “soft incentives” are consequence of participation!
• effect on optimism and efficacy surely depends on outcome?!

Subjective beliefs/values ≠ objective reality

Sit-ins by black students in the American South, 1964 (Biggs 2006)
+ Political dissatisfaction: evaluation of race relations

• no correlation between objective oppression and
dissatisfaction

+ Likelihood of success:
white support for strict
segregation
• wrong: only 1/6

thought ‘most’,
in reality 2/3!

3. Variation across polities

% ever protested (boycott,
demonstration, occupation,
illegal strike)—WVS

Vietnam     3.1
Jordan      4.2
Hungary     5.8
Mexico      6.7
Zimbabwe    7.2
...
Britain    25.5
...
Belgium    43.1
France     43.2
Denmark    47.0
Sweden     49.9
Greece     56.1

Organizational memberships per
person—WVS, 1991 (Schofer &
Fourcade-Gourinchas 2001)

All OSMs NSMs
Argentina 0.36 0.06 0.01
Romania 0.41 0.24 0.02
Spain 0.41 0.09 0.04
Japan 0.55 0.15 0.05
…
Britain 1.12 0.30 0.13
…
US 2.04 0.40 0.21
Sweden 2.14 0.84 0.26
Iceland 2.60 0.99 0.17
Netherlands 2.75 0.42 0.50
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Political opportunity structure

• Cross-national differences in participation in anti-nuclear
(Kitschelt 1986) and new social movements (Kriesi et al.
1992) …

Political input   

Open Closed 

Strong Sweden, Netherlands 

•  large SMOs 

• assimilative strategies 

France 

•  small SMOs 

•  con f rontational strategies 

State 
capacity 

Weak Switzerland, U.S.A.  

•  large SMOs 

• assimilative strategies 

W. Germany 

•  small SMOs 

•  both strategies 

 

Institutional logic (≈ political culture)

• Schofer & Fourcade-Gourinchas (2001) use Jepperson’s
(2002) typology:

Society State

Individualistic US France

Corporate Sweden Germany

C
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o
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ty

Location of sovereignty

This dimension = political input:

     open                  closed

• dependent variable: number of memberships
• hierarchical model controlling for individual characteristics

4. Change over time

“Social movement society”: protest is conventional (e.g. Norris 2002)?
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Problems:
• three decades of data
• decline of strikes

Summary

• Participation explained by various factors—but not self-
interest
• grievances, optimism, and efficacy are explanatory but

hard to explain
• educated and rich participate more (today)

• Variation across polities can be explained by political
opportunities or culture

• Protest has apparently increased, as voting has declined

Next time: social movements …
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Hours devoted to
campaign work

$ donated to
campaign

Contacts with
public officials

Number of
protests attended

• Educational differences even
more pronounced for
participation than voting
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Survey of 15,000
Americans in
1989 (Verba et
al. 1993)
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Principal components analysis
(Pattie, Seyd, & Whiteley 2004, table 5.3)

Introduction

Differs from voting
• less institutionalized — not legal
• more costly: time, …
• defy authority / withstand ridicule

Importance
• historically originates voting
• changes voters’ attitudes / politicians’ policies
• can change government policy


